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multi-armed bandits are becoming popular in interactive recommendation settings, for example for recommending songs in
Pandora [29]. Ranked lists of items generated by different recommender systems are blended together into the final list of
recommendations shown to the user. The blending problem is
essentially a multi-objective optimization problem, with objectives such as relevancy, coverage and diversity competing with
each other [6, 25]. Overall, the landscape of recommender systems has changed immensely since the first content-based and
collaborative filtering systems emerged, and the state-of-the-art
approaches show outstanding results and open up new opportunities and research paths.
Interestingly, we are used to thinking of recommendations in
the context of systems that serve items, such as movies, products,
friend connections, etc, to users. The reality is that the recommendation problem arises in many different scenarios beyond
those targeting user consumption. For example, in the context
of databases, such scenarios include but are not limited to data
exploration, query optimization, visualization, data integration,
and workflow design, where the purpose is to select tuples [7],
queries [9], views [8], exploration actions [19], query plans [30],
visualization graphs [26–28], work flows [12], and so forth. While
there is work in these areas, it pales compared to the amount and
diversity of recommendation methods developed for items such
as movies and products.
Therefore, the purpose of this tutorial is two-fold. First, it aims
at providing a comprehensive overview of recent advances in
recommendation methods, highlighting their capabilities and
their impact. The focus of the tutorial is on matrix factorization
methods, multi-armed bandits, and blending methods. It will
discuss major techniques, evaluation methodologies, and open
issues. Since the recommendation problem appears in many different settings, it is the purpose of this tutorial to provide a solid
framework for placing novel recommendation work into perspective for data-related problems, provide a toolkit of new methods,
and highlight research opportunities for researchers and practitioners in database systems, data-intensive applications, and the
intersection of recommender systems and databases.
The following sections describe the structure and contents of
the tutorial. The tutorial does not require any prior knowledge in
recommender systems since there will be detailed introductions
to the relevant techniques.

ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed an explosion in methods applied to
solve the recommendation problem. Modern recommender systems have become increasingly more complex compared to their
early content-based and collaborative filtering versions. In this
tutorial, we will cover recent advances in recommendation methods, focusing on matrix factorization, multi-armed bandits, and
methods for blending recommendations. We will also describe
evaluation techniques, and outline open issues and challenges.
The ultimate goal of this tutorial is to present a toolkit of new
recommendation methods in perspective to data-related problems, and highlight opportunities and new research paths for
researchers and practitioners that work on problems in the intersection of recommender systems and databases.
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INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of digital content in a plurality of forms (including e-news, movies, and online courses), along with the popularity of portable devices has created immense opportunities
as well as challenges for systems to provide users with information and services that best serve the users’ needs. Matching
consumers with the most appropriate items is key to enhancing
user satisfaction and loyalty. Recommender systems come to the
rescue providing advice on movies, products, travel, leisure activities, and many other topics. Personalized recommendations
can elevate the user experience. That is why e-commerce leaders
like Amazon and Netflix have made recommender technology a
salient part of their systems [15].
Broadly speaking, recommender systems are based on one of
two strategies. Content-based filtering creates a profile for each
user or item to characterize their features. The profiles allow the
recommender system to associate users with matching items. An
alternative to content-based filtering relies only on past user behavior (e.g., previous purchases or user ratings). This approach is
known as collaborative filtering, a term coined by the developers
of Tapestry, an early recommender system [10]. Collaborative
filtering analyzes relationships between users and interdependencies among items to identify new user-item associations based
on which to make recommendations.
Recent years have witnessed an explosion in methods applied
to solve the recommendation problem and modern recommender
systems have become increasingly more complex. Matrix factorization methods, popularized with the Netflix prize [15], have
become a dominant methodology within collaborative filtering
recommenders due to their superior performance both in terms
of recommendation quality and scalability. On the other hand,
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2.1

Recommendation Framework

The objective of this section is to introduce the audience to the
recommendation problem, define the basic concepts as well as
the different instances of the problem (e.g., rating prediction
and whole-page optimization), and provide an overview of the
classical approaches for generating recommendations.
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The tutorial is structured in the following parts.
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Recommender systems appeared back in the nineties, and
two broad categories of recommendation approaches emerged:
content-based and collaborative filtering. Content-based approaches
analyze user past selections (e.g., web pages they visited, movies
they watched) to learn user preferences and recommend items
with similar content to the user’s past selections and likes.
Collaborative filtering analyzes usage data (e.g., user ratings
and purchases) and recommends to the user either items with
similar usage characteristics as the items selected by this user or
items from users with similar usage characteristics to this user.
We will explain the basic characteristics and operations behind each family of methods as well as their advantages and
their shortcomings. The objective of this section is to lay the
necessary foundations for the rest of the tutorial. It also aims
at preparing the ground for understanding the methods to be
presented subsequently and their impact.

2.2

users’ interests as demonstrated by their past activity. However,
in many web-based scenarios (e.g., filtering news articles or display of advertisements), the content universe undergoes frequent
changes, with content popularity changing over time as well. Furthermore, a significant number of visitors are likely to be entirely
new with no historical consumption record whatsoever; this is
known as a cold-start situation. These issues make traditional recommender approaches difficult to apply. In such highly dynamic
recommendation domains, it is essential for the recommendation method to adapt to the shifting preference patterns of the
users and the evolving space of items. Exploration-exploitation
methods, a.k.a. multi-armed bandits, have been shown to be an
excellent solution.
In probability theory, the multi-armed bandit problem is a
problem in which a gambler at a row of slot machines (sometimes
known as “one-armed bandits”) has to decide which machines to
play, how many times to play each machine and in which order
to play them. When played, each machine provides a random
reward from a probability distribution specific to that machine.
The objective of the gambler is to maximize the sum of rewards
earned through a sequence of lever pulls.
For example [17], in the context of article recommendation,
we may view articles in the pool as arms. When a presented
article is clicked, a reward of 1 is incurred; otherwise, the reward
is 0. With this definition of reward, the expected reward of an
article is precisely its clickthrough rate (CTR), and choosing
an article with maximum CTR is equivalent to maximizing the
expected number of clicks from users, which in turn is the same as
maximizing the total expected reward in the bandit formulation.
Furthermore, we may “summarize” users and articles by a set
of informative features that describe them compactly. By doing
so, a bandit algorithm can generalize CTR information from one
article/user to another, and learn to choose good articles more
quickly, especially for new users and articles.
We will first present context-free K-armed bandit algorithms
[4, 22], such as ϵ-greedy and upper confidence-bound (UCB)
algorithms [1, 3, 16], and then move to contextual bandit algorithms [17, 29]. We will focus on multi-armed bandits used in
the context of recommender systems and in particular in three
problems: (a) Popularity ranking, to balance exposure of new
items (exploration) with old winners (exploitation), (b) Modelbased collaborative filtering [11, 18], and (c) Dueling bandits, to
efficiently compare multiple recommendation methods [5, 24].

Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization has gained popularity in recommender systems in recent years due to its superior performance both in terms
of recommendation quality and scalability. Part of its success is
due to the Netflix Prize contest for movie recommendations,
which popularized a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) based
matrix factorization algorithm [13]. The Netflix Prize competition
began in October 2006 and has fueled much recent progress in
the field of collaborative filtering. For the first time, the research
community gained access to a large-scale, industrial strength
data set of 100 million movie ratings while the nature of the competition encouraged rapid development, where innovators built
on each generation of techniques to improve prediction accuracy.
Experience with datasets such as the Netflix Prize data has
shown that matrix factorization methods deliver accuracy superior to classical nearest-neighbor techniques [14]. At the same
time, they offer a compact memory-efficient model that systems
can learn relatively easily. What makes these techniques even
more convenient is that models can integrate naturally many crucial aspects of the data, such as multiple forms of user feedback,
temporal dynamics, and confidence levels.
In its basic form, matrix factorization characterizes both items
and users by vectors of latent factors inferred from the ratings
users gave to the items. Early systems use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) – a well-established technique for identifying
latent semantic factors in information retrieval – as a matrix
factorization method for collaborative filtering. In the following
years, several extensions to matrix factorization have been proposed and matrix factorization becomes the foundation in most
recent recommender systems.
We will start with some background on Singular Value Decomposition and describe how early works (e.g., [23]) use SVD
to capture latent relationships between customers and products
and to produce a low-dimensional representation of the original customer-product space in order to compute the predicted
likeliness of a certain product by a customer. We will introduce
Low-rank Matrix Factorization [13, 21] followed by most recent
important extensions to Matrix Factorization for recommendations, such as SLIM [20].

2.3

2.4

Blending Models

Several domains require ”blending” of recommendations from different sources. Blending allows different recommendation strategies to develop independently, and combine their outputs posthoc into a meta-recommender. The result aims at providing recommendations of higher quality and diversity. For instance, the
Pinterest Homefeed is a personalized feed of content (i.e., pins)
drawn from many sources, including followed users, followed
topics, and recommendations, among other sources. Each type
of content is ranked by its own specialized machine learning
model, and then blended with a ratio-based round-robin method
to create the final Homefeed [6].
We will examine different methods to blend recommendations,
including fixed ratio, greedy, calibrated ranker and multi-armed
bandit-approaches [2, 6, 25]. As we examine these blending systems, new questions arise as to how to measure success. Unlike
traditional search ranking problems, recommender systems face

Multi−armed Bandits

Traditional recommender systems, including collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and hybrid approaches, can provide
meaningful recommendations at an individual level by leveraging
2
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both short- and long-term optimization challenges as there is a
need to balance immediate user-engagement metrics and long
term ecosystem health. We will examine new such metrics and
approaches to this end.
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Lessons Learnt and Open Issues

In this section, we will discuss lessons learnt, open issues and new
research directions created by these novel recommendation methods. We will also discuss about recommendation problems that
do not target user consumption. In particular, we will describe
such scenarios including data exploration, query optimization,
visualization, data integration, workflow design, and so forth,
where the purpose is to sort out not movies or products but
queries, views, exploration actions, query plans, visualization
graphs, and so forth. We will examine these problems in the light
of the recent developments in the recommendation arena and
discuss new research directions and opportunities that arise.
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